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Commissioner

A recent article in Trout magazine (Behnke 1993) has 
prompted me to take action on something which has been on my mind 
for several years. In the opening paragraphs of his article 
(photocopy enclosed) Behnke succinctly outlines a controversy 
over the spelling of the word "char(r)" for the common name of 
fish of the genus Salvelinus. As a biologist who has made the 
study of charr a life-long interest I would like to see the 
American Fisheries Society, and its publication policy, allow the 
use of either "char" or "charr", at the authors7 discretion.

The AFS has been previously approached on this very subject. 
Morton (1955) (photocopy enclosed), in spite of a very convincing 
argument, was apparently rebuffed by the Committee on Common 
Names. Robins et al. (1991) state that the "...Committee aims to 
develop a...single common name for each species - that reflects 
broad common usage...". Certainly the spelling of "charr" 
currently has a much broader range of common usage than does ■ 
"char". The three most prestigious texts on charr (Balon 1980; 
Kawanabe et al. 1989; Johnson and Burns 1984) use the "charr" 
spelling. Excluding AFS publications (which dictate the "char" spelling) most authors, worldwide, now use the double "r" 
spelling. Jdnasson (1992) uses "charr" for the Icelandic fish in 
Lake Thingvallavatn, the Nordic Journal of Freshwater Research 
(Anonymous 1992) uses both "char" and "charr" ih its articles but 
the "charr" spelling predominates. Publications by the 
International Society of Arctic Char Fanatics allow the use of 
either "char" or "charr", but not both spellings, in the same paper (Hammar 1985).
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December 6, 1993

Dr. Robert L. Kendall 
Managing Editor 

American Fisheries Society 
5410 Grosvenor Lane, Suite 110 
Bethesda, Maryland 20814-2199
Dear Dr. Kendall:

A recent article in Trout magazine (Behnke 1993) has 
prompted me to take action on something which has been on my mind 
for several years. In the opening paragraphs of his article 
(photocopy enclosed) Behnke succinctly outlines a controversy 
over the spelling of the word "char(r)" for the common name of 
fish of the genus Salvelinus. As a biologist who has made the 
study of charr a life-long interest I would like to see the 
American Fisheries Society, and its publication policy, allow the 
use of either "char" or "charr", at the authors' discretion.

The AFS has been previously approached on this very subject. 
Morton (1955) (photocopy enclosed), in spite of a very convincing 
argument, was apparently rebuffed by the Committee on Common 
Names. Robins et al. (1991) state that the "...Committee aims to 
develop a...single common name for each species - that reflects 
broad common usage...". Certainly the spelling of "charr" 
currently has a much broader range of common usage than does 
"char". The three most prestigious texts on charr (Balon 1980; 
Kawanabe et al. 1989; Johnson and Burns 1984) use the "charr" 
spelling. Excluding AFS publications (which dictate the "char" 
spelling) most authors, worldwide, now use the double "r" 
spelling. Jdnasson (1992) uses "charr" for the Icelandic fish in 
Lake Thingvallavatn, the Nordic Journal of Freshwater Research 
(Anonymous 1992) uses both "char" and "charr" in its articles but 
the "charr" spelling predominates. Publications by the 
International Society of Arctic Char Fanatics allow the use of 
either "char" or "charr", but not both spellings, in the same 
paper (Hammar 1985).
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The AFS already gives charr authors the latitude to use 
different common names to describe eastern North American 
freshwater charr populations (Robins et al. 1991, page 28).
There are a number of guidelines which the Committee on Common 
Names bases its choices (Robins et al. 1991, pages 6-8). Among these are:

Principle #10; "colorful, romantic...distinctive and 
original names are especially appropriate." What could 
be more fitting than the "charr" spelling under this definition?
Principle #12; "...names that are widespread and in 
common use by the public are to be retained..."; this 
has already been addressed in preceding paragraphs.
There is also a local Maine angler who has "CHARR" as 
his personalized license plate - what could be more 
common usage by the public than this?
Principle #13; "Adherence to customary English practice 
is to be preferred...": the "charr" spelling originated 
in England and is now the preferred spelling by 
scientists at the Windermere Laboratory (Frost 1965;
Mills et al. 1990), by researchers in Scotland (Hartley 
et al. 1992), Canada (Dempson 1993), and Finland 
(Partti-Pellinen et al. 1991).
With this preponderance of evidence I petition the Society 

to allow AFS authors the same professional license as does the 
ISACF, the Journal of Fish Biology, the Nordic Journal of 
Freshwater Research and most others who write of this wonderful, diversified fish.

Sincerely yours,

enc. (2)
cc: Joseph S. Nelson

Robert J. Behnke

Frederick W. Kircheis
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The Charrs of New 
England

»O higher praise can be 
given to, a salmonoid than 
to say it is a charr” was the 
opinion o f David Starr 
Jordan, America’s most influential 
authority on fishes of the late nine
teenth and early twentieth century. 

Note that Jordan and I write charr 
rather than char. This controversy 
over proper spelling will never be 
settled except by decree. It is cer
tainly an inconsequential matter 
that would attract little attention 
except for the fish in question. 
Charr have historically generated an 
aura of mystery, interest, and con
troversy much out of proportion to 
their economic importance. I per
sonally p refer charr over char 
because o f its linguistic roots and 
unambiguity of meaning. The name 
probably is o f Celtic language ori 
gin; in Gaelic, ceara means a blood 
red color. Other fishery terms of 
Celtic origin (via the Scotch) are 
redd (the nest of a salmonid fish) 
and parr (a ju ven ile  Atlantic 
salmon). Note that if the second “d” 
or “r” is removed, pronunciation 
doesn’t change, but the precision of 
meaning is lost. A char-broil restau
rant doesn’t serve broiled charr and

if you char meat you make it black 
not red.

When is a trout a charr? The 
most concise definition of charr (or 
char, the “p referred ” dictionary 
spelling) is a fish o f the genus 
Salvelinus. In the American Fisheries 
Society’s “Common and scientific 
names of fishes from the United 
States and Canada,” five species of 
the genus Salvelinus are listed; their 
common names are: Arctic char 
(spelling by AFS decree), bull trout, 
brook trout, Dolly Varden, and lake 
trout. There is only one “official” 
charr (or char) am ong the five 
North Am erican species o f  
Salvelinus accordin g to the 
American Fisheries Society. This 
current usage reflects the fact that 
the first English speaking settlers of 
North Am erica were probably 
unaware of a fish called “charre” (in 
seventeenth century England). They 
were familiar with the brown trout, 
a species ubiquitously distributed in 
the British Isles and Europe, so the 
charr they encountered in North 
America became “trout,” a prece
dent still followed. Izaak Walton 
never saw a charr but he knew of 
this elegant, rare fish because some

fisherm an at Lake W inderm ere 
earned to catch and sell them. By 

baiting a small hook with a bait such 
as a maggot and sinking it to the

cn UMm f  thC ,ake’ manf  charr ould be caught in Lake
mdermere and neighboring lakes. 

These were pickled and sealed in a 
pot to be sold at high prices to a 
select clientele. In English history, 
charre, charr, or char have consid
erable esteem as a rare, beautiful 
and mysterious fish.

There is considerable variation in 
charr from lake to lake in Britain 
and northern Europe. This led to 
the naming of many species (15 
species were named for the charr of 
England and Ireland alone) In 
modern times, the Arctic charr, 
Salvelinus alpinus, is considered to 
include the charrs o f  Europe, 
Iceland, Greenland, Siberia, and 
North America (except for Dolly 
Varden, brook trout, bull trout, and 
H  trout in North America and 
Dolly Varden and other species of 
charr from the Chukotsk Peninsula 
southward in the Far East). There is 
such great variation in size, col
oration, life history, and genetics of 
6. alfnnus throughout the Holarctic 
region, that it is often referred to as 
the S. alpinusspecies com plex 
(which means no one knows how 
many species and subspecies actual
ly exist under the name alpinus). 
Thus, a notation for a footnote is 
given after “Arctic ch ar” in the 
American Fisheries Society’s list of 
common and scientific names. The 
footnote states that “Sunapee trout, 
blueback trout, and Quebec red 
trout are regarded by some authors 
as species distinct from the Arctic 
char.” By revising three formerly 
recognized species of “trout” into 
the highly inclusive species 
nus, we transform three trout into 
one charr. If nothing else, this ambi
guity of common names does iilus 
trate the importance of scientific 
names for increased precision o f 
definition and intent. The mention 
of Sunapee trout, blueback trout, 
and Quebec red trout offers an 
opportunity to get off an esoteric 
discourse on the peculiarities of fish 
names and get into the intended
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Reprinted from Science, June 17, 1955, Yol. 121, No. 3155, pages 874-875.

1

Charr or Char— History o f a Common 
Name for Salvelinus

The increasingly popular usage of the term char 
or charr as a distinctive and universal English name 
for those fishes belonging to the genus Salvelinus is 
very encouraging. Such increased usage tends to re
strict the term trout to the genus Scrtmo where it right
fully belongs. During a rather intensive study of the 
literature on this interesting group of fishes over the 
past decade, I found the differential spelling of the 
term puzzling. Although both spellings commonly ap
pear in fishery literature, with few exceptions indi
vidual ichthyologists have confined themselves to con
sistent use of one form or the other. I have been un
able to find any published reason for such individual 
preference, although there is considerable evidence to 
show that since the turn of the century most American 
writers have followed Jordan’s preference for charr, 
and most British and European writers have followed 
Regan’s preference for char.

I have become aware of a steadily increasing usage 
of the single r by a rather militant group of fishery 
writers in both scientific and popular publications. 
This trend probably reached its climax in 1951 when 
the Committee on Common Names of the American 
Fisheries Society reversed its 1948 approval of charr 
and favored char [Trans. Am. Fisheries Soc. 81, 326 
(1952)]. I t  is unfortunate that the committee took 
a definite stand in favorKof one form over the other, 
because this action, in effect, made it practically im
possible to publish in an American fishery periodical 
a manuscript using the double r. In my opinion, which 
I submitted to the committee in writing, if the com
mittee felt it must take a stand, the bulk of evidence 
seemed to indicate that charr was the better spelling. 
Correct spelling in English is based upon common or 
popular use over a long period of time, and many 
words have two acceptable spellings. When one of 
these spellings has a specific meaning, it should be 
favored for that one particular connotation.

The etymology of the word is in doubt. The Oxford 
Dictionary (1893) states:

Char . . . Forms: 7-chare; 7-8 charr; 8 char. 
(Known in books only since 17th century ; but may 
have been in local use long before. Etymology un
known; possibly a Celtic origin; Gael, ceara red, 
blood-coloured, cear blood; also the Welsh name 
torgoch red-bellied.) A small fish (Salmo salvelinus) 
of the trout kind. . . .

Webster’s New International Dictionary (1934) says: 
Char, n ; pi. char (collective) or chars. Also charr. 

(Gaelic ceara lit., red, blood-colored; Freneh cear, 
blood; From its red belly.) Any trout of the genus 
Salvelinus.

Other meanings given for char as a noun include:
(i) short for charwoman (scrubwoman); a chore;
(ii) a chariot; cart; (iii) a charred substance; char
coal (as a verb, the word is a synonym for scorch); 
(iv) a sandbank; a bar of sand or mud. Additional 
meanings, most of them now obsolete, will be found 
in the Oxford Dictionary under char.

Although the Oxford Dictionary and Webster’s 
New International Dictionary place char in the pre
ferred spelling position, charr is used only when re
ferring to the fish, whereas char is given many other 
meanings. At least two other monosyllabic words 
ending in double consonants are in common usage 
among ichthyologists. Parr (a few early English 
papers used par), a young salmon before it has gone 
to the sea, and redd, the nest or depression in gravel 
into which salmon eggs are deposited. However, charr, 
a fish of the genus Salvelinus, is given secondary posi
tion to char in the afore-mentioned references, and 
it may not appear at all in some newer references.

Although both forms of spelling can be based on 
early popular use, the term char does not appear in 
professional literature until 1865 (nearly 2 centuries 
after Willoughby, in one of the earliest scientific 
papers on fishes, in 1686 had used the .double rr in his 
Historia Pisdum) when Jonathan Couch introduced 
char to the scientific literature of England [History 
of the Fishes of the British Islands (1865), vol. IV, 
p. 253]. George Suckley introduced the term to Amer
ican scientific literature in 1874 [U.S. Comm. Fish and 
Fisheries, pt. II, Rept. o f Commissioner for 1872 
and 1873, appendix B, pp. 91-161]. The only author 
I know of who changed from one form to the other 
(without the influence of coauthors) was Sir Francis 
Day, who used charr in his works from 1880 to 1884 
and char in 1887.

A survey of professional ichthyological papers that- 
•fe published prior to 1951 reveals that of 76 authors 
who have used the term, 42 preferred charr (21 of 
these were American authors), and 34 preferred char 
(only eight of whom were American authors). Prac
tically all articles published in English by Swedish, 
Norwegian, Danish, English, Canadian, Australian,, 
and New Zealand writers since 1900 tend to spell the 
term char, owing, no doubt, to its preferred position 
in recent editions of such references as the Oxford 
Dictionary, Webster’s Dictionary, and the Encyclo
pedia Britannica. This preferred position in these ref
erences stems from the contributions of C. Tate Regan 
and Day. Since 1900 practically all American ichthy
ologists have followed the precedent set by Jordan 
who used charr in his papers.

With a middle name such as his own, David Starr 
Jordan was well aware of a fundamental reason for 
spelling the term charr. I t  has long been, and still is, 
customary in English usage that, whenever a common 
monosyllabic word such as cap or cat is used as a 
collective or proper noun naming a particular person, 
place, or thing, or group of them, the consonant is 
doubled as in Capp or Gatt. For example, of the 23 
names listed in the Portland, Oregon, telephone di
rectory for June 1950 ending in r or rr, 20 represent
ing 327 individuals, spelled their names with a double 
r, whereas only three, representing five individuals, 
were found using the single r.

W illiam  M a rk h a m  Morton 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Portland, Oregon 
4 April 1955.
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December 13, 1993

Dr. Robert L. Kendall American Fisheries Society 
5410 Grosvenor Lane, Suite 110 
Bethesda, MD 20814-2199
Dear Bob:
Fred Kircheis, picking up Mark Morton's torch for the spelling 
charr, reguested my endorsement. As with the l vs. n  ending of 
scientific names and AFS' "programming," I'm not about to lead a 
crusade for linguistic correctness, but, as I state in my recent 
charr article, I do prefer charr as more correct for fishes of 
the genus Salvelinus.
First, I would recognize the great service that Reeve Bailey and 
Dick Robbins have given to AFS for their devoted work handling 
all the problems of common and scientific names. No doubt 
forceful, often arbitrary decisions are necessary to maintain 
order. Although many people have served on the names committee, 
the show was run by Dick and Reeve for many years, often with 
displays of intellectual arrogance that I would call hubris.
When confronted with a problem on which precedent had already 
been set, their reaction was to dig in and circle the wagons 
(exemplified by the tortuous reasoning to reject ii endings, when 
the rules of nomenclature state only the original author could 
make a change).
I recall communicating with Joe Nelson about some nomenclature 
problems that were not likely to be corrected during Reeve's 
tenure. I found numerous errors in the AFS International 
Checklist under Salmonidae, not the least of which was a comment 
that Salmo piatycephalus. a species I named from Turkey, was 
probably only a form of S. trutta and not a valid species. 
Obviously none of the committee bothered to read my original 
description nor ask Gerry Smith for his opinion (Smith and 
Stearly found the distinctions in olatvcephalus sufficient from 
trutta to remove it from the genus Salmo), before passing 
judgement.



Dr. Robert L. Kendall 
December 13, 1993 
Page 2

Fred's suggestion that alternate spellings be allowed is a good 
one. If Bob McDowall wants to write clarkii or qairdnerii in an 
AFS publication, he should also be allowed to do so, perhaps with 
a footnote citing his publication on the matter.
Sincerely,

Robert J. Behnke 
Professor
/jt
cc: J. Nelson

F. Kircheis
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